**Target Audience**  
All current medical students (M1s, M2s, M3s, M4s)

**Posting Title**  
More Space for Medical Students!

**Summary**  
Looking for more quiet space? Explore the available spaces in the Firestone Research building…

**Additional Information**  
The Firestone Research building is open to LCOM Medical Students!

Medical Students are welcome to reserve any of the five meeting rooms (FRMB 146, 346, 353, 448 and 453) as well as use the round tables outside the kitchenette areas!

Meeting rooms can be reserved, similar to the MedEd or HSRF rooms using the Outlook calendar (search "Firestone" under rooms).

Please do not use spaces outside of these community-provided areas. Many sections of Firestone are limited to our research faculty, staff, and students.

Thank you so much! And please do not hesitate to reach out to OME or the Dean’s Office with any questions.
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Colleen Case / Sue Williams

**Posting sponsored by**  
Larner College of Medicine, Dean's Office
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